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Study on Hot・smoke Behavior fromA chimney Ejecting into Turbulent crossaow

This study aimed to investi曾ate the hot"sn〕oke dispersion behavior released 6'om a chimney in

turbulent crossaow experlmentaⅡy using specia11y designed wind tunnel.1X八,o turbulence

曾enerators were conducted which an artificia11y obtained quasi、isotropic turbulence waS 牙enerated

Using an active turbulence generator and a rectan牙Ular grid to generate grid turbulence. A heated

jet and an unheated jet with smoke were injected into the crossaoW 6、om the vertica11y 仇・iented

Chimney insta11ed in the test section. The chimney modelwas placed on the aoor ofthe wind tunnel

test section.1n this study, the experimentalparameters considered were temperature ofthe heated

jet (smoke),jet ejected velocity, and cross、wind velocity. smoke motion was captured by hi宮h・speed

Camera to obtain instantaneous patterns of the smoke dispersion. six kinds of the featured

Patterns were clearly identified, such as bifurcated vortex tubes with and W北hout a strong mutual

interaction (Mode l and Mode lD, connected hairpin・type vortices (Mode 11D, the mixture of the

Coherent and turbulent vortices (Mode lv), the meanderin号 motion (Mode v), and downwash

Structure (Mode Ⅵ). These smoke patterns in the downstream field from the chimney were found

to be depended on buoyancy, turbulent motion, and inertia forces. under the quasi・isotropic

turbulence, the smoke dispersion preferNd to exhibit a meanderin宮 Pattern (Mode v) under wide

ran晉e of adopted flow velocities, which was hardly observed using the grid turbulence test device

Interestin曾ly, as compared to the unheated jet, the meandering smoke structure with heated jet

ejection was also observed even at the lower jet velocities and the hi宮her crossaow velocities,

Suggesting that the buoyancy force sha11 Play an important role on appearance of meanderin号

motion and controlthe smoke dispersion. Direct smoke exposure case (Mode vD was preferred to

be observed when the quasi、isotropic turbulence was imposed, a此hoU今h the trend of appearance

depending on the jet temperature could be predicted even usin晉牙1'id turbulent device.1t was

Concluded that usin牙牙rid turbulence would not be sU辻able to predict on the smoke dispersion

Problem in the actual scale. The time averaged smoke concentrations pr061es were analyzed at

10cations along the crossaow dil'ection, and it was revealed that the effective diff〔1Sion beconles

Stron晉er when the quasi、isotropic turbulence was imposed in the cross・wind. Further, it was

Conarmed thatthe smoke dispersion behavior can be we11'characterized by the existin曾 Pfediction
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method based on the point source model,1n addition, two patterns were observed under the

Condition studied in quasi・isotropic turbulence condition, such as meandering motion in

downstream (Mode v) and downwash (Mode vD. The boundary ofthese two modes wasfound to be

Sensitive to aⅡ three parameters considered in this study, SU牙牙esting that a11 Were similarly

importantto determine the boundary. The observed data were summarized in the physicalplane to

Propose the potential scalin宮 law of Reynolds number and jet、Froude number, and 此 Was found

that a11 Plots were c011apsed into the sin晉le line. This result sU牙牙ested that the viscous effect

around the chimney plays a role on tbe appearance of downwash pattern of the hot、smoke. This

Proposed scalin曾 law worked we11 to describe the critical condition of the appearance of the

downwash pattern underthe condition studied in the present work. Moreover, the interpretation of

the phenomena has been further made with the numericalapproach to gain more detailed physics

With the insi牙htful understanding from scientific way for the downwash pattern,it was studied in

the numerical simulation usin宮 the Fire Dynamics simulator (FDS), Large Eddy simulation

(LES). The reason how the downwash occurs from the chimney is identified. Results shown that

the downwash pattern occurred when the plume was drop down int0 10W、pressure re牙ion in the

Wake ofthe chimney which caused by low・speed zones appear at behind ofthe chimney. when this

appears, plume rise may be diminished, or ln some cases, the e田Uent may be trapped in the wake

and eddies of the chimney, which may result in hi牙h ground'1evel concentrations immediately

downwind on the area


